Self-paced learning (SPL) is a recently raised methodology designed through simulating the learning principle of humans/animals. A variety of SPL realization schemes have been designed for different computer vision and pattern recognition tasks, and empirically substantiated to be effective in these applications. However, the investigation on its theoretical insight is still a blank. To this issue, this study attempts to provide some new theoretical understanding under the SPL scheme. Specifically, we prove that the solving strategy on SPL accords with a majorization minimization algorithm implemented on a latent objective function. Furthermore, we find that the loss function contained in this latent objective has a similar configuration with non-convex regularized penalty (NSPR) known in statistics and machine learning. Such connection inspires us discovering more intrinsic relationship between SPL regimes and NSPR forms, like SCAD, LOG and EXP. The robustness insight under SPL can then be finely explained. We also analyze the capability of SPL on its easy loss prior embedding property, and provide an insightful interpretation to the effectiveness mechanism under previous SPL variations. Besides, we design a group-partial-order loss prior, which is especially useful to weakly labeled large-scale data processing tasks. Through applying SPL with this loss prior to the FCVID dataset, which * Corresponding author is currently one of the biggest manually annotated video dataset, our method achieves state-of-the-art performance beyond previous methods, which further helps supports the proposed theoretical arguments.
Introduction
Since being raised, curriculum learning (CL) [2] and self-paced learning (SPL) [15] have been attracting increasing attention in machine learning and pattern recognition communities. The philosophy under this learning paradigm is to simulate the learning principle of humans/animals, which generally starts by learning easier aspects of a learning task, and then gradually takes more complex examples into training [13] . Instead of heuristically designing a curriculum by ranking samples based on manually preset easiness measurements as in CL [23, 18] , SPL formulates this ad-hoc idea as a concise model through introducing a regularization term into the learning objective. Such amelioration guides a sound SPL regime to automatically optimize an appropriate curriculum by the model itself, which renders it generalize well to various applications and avoids subjective "easiness" measure setting problem [26, 16, 19, 24] . Very recently, a variety of SPL realization schemes, like self-paced reranking (SPaR) [8] and self-paced multi-instance learning (SP-MIL) [35] , have been proposed and substantiated to be effective to multiple computer vision and multimedia analysis tasks.
Albeit rational in intuition and effective in experience, there exist few research on explaining the underlying mechanism inside SPL. Specifically, even though it is easy to prove that the SPL regime is convergent by adopting an alternative optimization strategy (AOS) on SPL model, it is still unclear where this SPL iteration converges to and why SPL is capable of performing robust learning especially on heavily noisy data. Such in-depth investigations, however, can be considerably necessary for future developments of CL, SPL and their re-lated realizations, and will illuminate whether the SPL methodology would be just an idealistic method occasionally perform on several datasets, or a rigorous and solid scientific research field worthy to be further explored.
This study aims at understanding the theoretical insight under SPL. Our main results can be summarized as the follows:
First, we prove that the AOS algorithm commonly utilized to solve the SPL problem is identical to a majorization minimization (MM) [27] algorithm implemented on a latent SPL objective function. In the recent decade, MM has attracted much attention in machine learning and optimization, and many theoretical results on it have been proposed. Such result facilitates an easy analysis on the properties underlying the SPL solving strategy, like convergence and stability, by utilizing the existing knowledge on MM.
Second, we prove that the loss function contained in this latent SPL objective has a close relationship with non-convex regularized penalty (NCRP).
Specifically, we discover that multiple current SPL realizations exactly comply with some well known NCRP terms, e.g., the hard and linear SPL regimes are equivalent to the optimizations on losses with the forms of capped-norm penalty (CNP) [37, 34, 7] and minimax concave plus penalty (MCP) [33] , respectively. Such connection inspires us discovering more intrinsic relationship between SPL regimes and known NSPR forms, like smoothly clipped absolute deviation (SCAD) [5, 22] , logarithmic penalty (LOG) [31] and nonconvex exponential penalty (EXP) [3] .
Third, by connecting the SPL optimization with the NCPR loss minimization problems, we provide an easy explanation on why SPL is able to perform robust in the presence of outliers/heavy noises, and accordingly illustrate new insightful understandings on the intrinsic working mechanism under SPL. We also analyze the superiority of SPL on its easy loss prior embedding property beyond conventional learning strategies with pre-fixed loss function. Such property is expected to help a non-convex optimization problem better averting unreasonable local minima and makes SPL more comply with the instructorstudent-collaborative-learning mode in human education. Such understanding facilitates an in-depth interpretation for its intrinsic effective mechanism of SPL in previous applications [8, 10, 9, 39, 35] .
We also propose a group-partial-order loss prior to make SPL better perform in weakly labeled large-scale problems, and implement this SPL regime on the FCVID dataset, which is currently one of the biggest manually annotated video dataset. Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance as compared with previous methods. The results further support the theoretical arguments presented in this study.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work on this research. Section 3 presents our main theoretical results, and clarify the relationships between AOS and MM algorithms as well as SPL and NCRP problems. Section 4 introduces group-partial-order loss prior and provides the related experimental results on the FCVID dataset. A concluding remark is finally made.
Related Work
Curriculum Learning (CL). Inspired by the intrinsic learning principle of humans/animals, Bengio et al. [2] formalized the fundamental definition of CL. The core idea is to incrementally involve samples into learning, where easy samples are introduced first and more complex ones are then gradually included. These gradually included samples from easy to complex correspond to the curriculums learned in different grown-up stages of humans/animals. This strategy, as supported by empirical evaluation, is helpful in alleviating the local optimum problem in non-convex optimization [21, 1] .
Self-paced Learning (SPL). Instead of using the heuristic strategies, Kumar et al. [15] formulated the key principle of CL as a concise SPL model.
Formally, given a training dataset
, in which x i and y i denote the i th observed sample and its label, respectively, L(y i , g(x i , w)) denotes the loss function which calculates the cost between the ground truth label y i and the estimated one g(x i , w), and w represents the model parameter in decision function g. The SPL model includes a weighted loss term on all samples and a general self-paced regularizer imposed on sample weights, expressed as:
where λ is the age parameter for controlling the learning pace, and f (v, λ) represents the self-paced regularizer (SP-regularizer), whose intrinsic conditions have been theoretically abstracted by [8, 39] . Through jointly learning the model parameter w and the latent weight
T by AOS with gradually increasing age parameter, more samples can be automatically included into training from easy to complex in a purely self-paced way.
Multiple variations of this SPL learning regime, like self-paced reranking [8] ,
self-paced multiple instance learning [35, 36] , self-paced learning with diversity [9] and self-paced curriculum learning [10] , have been proposed under the format (1). The effectiveness of this SPL paradigm, especially its robustness in highly corrupted data, has been empirically validated in various machine learning and computer vision tasks, such as object detector adaptation [26] , specificclass segmentation learning [16] , visual category discovery [19] , and long-term tracking [24] . For example, the SPL paradigm has been a major contributing factor to the leading performance of the CMU team in the challenging TRECVID MED competition organized by the NIST in 2014 [32] .
There is few investigation, however, to theoretically explain the intrinsic mechanism under SPL. In this paper, we attempt to enhance the theoretical understanding on this learning paradigm.
Non-convex Regularized Penalty (NCRP). NCRP has been demonstrated to have attractive properties in sparse estimation (as a penalty term) [37, 33, 5] and robust learning (as a loss term) [29, 25] both theoretically and practically, and attracted much attention in machine learning and statistics in recent years. Various NCRP realizations have also been proposed. Typical ones include the capped-norm based penalty (CNP) [37, 34, 7] , the minimax concave plus penalty (MCP) [33] , the smoothly clipped absolute deviation penalty (SCAD) [5] ,the logarithmic penalty (LOG) [31] and the nonconvex exponential penalty (EXP) [3] . The mathematical forms of these NCRP terms in one dimension cases are listed as follows [12, 38] :
Albeit possessing elegant statistic properties and empirically verified to be effective in specific applications through finely designed solving strategy, involving such NCPR terms brings non-convexity to the model. This inclines to result in the issue that the algorithm easily get stuck to an undesired local minima of the problem [29, 25] .
In this work, we will construct the relationship between the NCRP terms and the SPL regimes, and show that various helpful loss prior knowledge can be easily embedded into the SPL framework, which is expected to facilitate a NCPR model possibly avoiding unreasonable local minima of the problem and attaining more rational ones better complying with real states.
Majorization Minimization Algorithm (MM). MM algorithms have
wide applications in machine learning and statistical inference [17] . It aims to turn a complicated optimization problem into a tractable one by alternatively iterating the majorization and minimization steps. In particular, considering a minimization problem with objective F (w), given an estimate w k at the k th iteration, a typical MM algorithm consists of the following two steps:
with equality holding at w = w k .
Minimization
Step: Obtain the next parameter estimate w k+1 by solving the following minimization problem:
It is easy to see that when the the minimization of Q(w|w k ) is tractable, the MM algorithm can then be very easily implemented, even when the original objective F (w) might be difficult to optimize. Such a solving strategy has also been proven to own many good theoretical properties, like convergence and stability, under certain conditions.
SPL Model and Algorithm Revisit

Axiomic Definition of SP-regularizer
By mathematically abstracting the insightful properties underlying a SPL regime, [8, 39] presented a formal definition for the SP-ragularizer f (v, λ) involved in the SPL model (1) as follows:
Definition 3.1 (SP-regularizer). Suppose that v is a weight variable, is the loss, and λ is the age parameter. f (v, λ) is called a self-paced regularizer, if
2. v * ( , λ) is monotonically decreasing with respect to , and it holds that
is monotonically increasing with respect to λ, and it holds that
where
The three conditions in Definition 3.1 provide basic principles for constructing a SP-regularizer. Condition 2 indicates that the model inclines to select easy samples (with smaller losses) in favor of complex samples (with larger losses).
Condition 3 states that when the model "age" (controlled by the age parameter λ) gets larger, it tends to incorporate more, probably complex, samples to train 
The above Eq. (4) represents the hard, linear and mixture SP-regularizers proposed in [15] , [8] , and [39] , respectively. By using the AOS strategy to iteratively update v and w in the SPL regime (1) with gradually increasing age parameter λ, a rational solution to the problem is expected to be progressively approached.
Revisit AOS Algorithm for Solving SPL
For convenience of notions, we briefly write L(y i , g(x i , w)) as i (w)/ i and L(y, g(x, w)) as (w)/ in the following.
Given a SP-regularizer f (v, λ), we can get the integrative function of v * ( , λ)
calculated by Eq. (3) as:
The following result can then be proved. The proof is listed in the Appendix section.
by (5), given a fixed w * , it holds that:
The theorem can be easily understood by the fact that: Since v * ( , λ) is monotonically decreasing in based on Condition 2 of SP-regularizer Definition 3.1, its integrative F λ ( ) is concave with respect to , and thus it is easy to deduce that its Taylor series to 1 st order forms a upper bound of F λ ( ).
Theorem 1 verifies that Q λ (w|w * ) represents a tractable surrogate for F λ ( (w)).
Specifically, only considering the terms with respect to w, Q λ (w|w * ) simplifies F λ , no matter how complicated its format is, as an easy weighted loss form v * ( (w * ), λ) (w). This constitutes the fundament of our new understanding on the AOS algorithm for solving SPL.
Based on Theorem 1, denote
and we can then easily get that:
Then we can prove the equivalence between the AOS strategy for solving the SPL problem (1) and the MM algorithm for solving
Denote w k as the model parameters in the k th iteration of the AOS implementation on solving SPL, and then its two alternative search steps in the next iteration can be precisely explained as a standard MM scheme:
by solving the following problem under the corresponding SP-
This exactly complies with AOS step in updating v in (1) under fixed w.
Minimization step: we need to calculate:
which is exactly equivalent to the AOS step in updating w in (1) under fixed v.
It is then easy to see that the commonly utilized AOS strategy in previous SPL regimes is exactly the well known MM algorithm on a minimization problem of the latent SPL objective n i=1 F λ ( i (w)) with the latent SPL loss F λ ( (w)). Various off-the-shelf theoretical results of MM can then be readily employed to explain the properties of such SPL solving strategy. For example, based on the MM theory, the lower-bounded latent SPL objective is monotonically decreasing during MM/AOS iteration, and the convergence of the SPL algorithm can then be guaranteed.
The above theory provides a new viewpoint for understanding SPL insight.
More in-depth knowledge on SPL is then expected to be extracted from it.
Revisit SPL Model
Now we try to discover more interesting insights from the latent SPL objective. To this aim, we first calculate the latent SPL losses under hard, linear and ( ) conducted by the hard, soft and mixture SP-regularizers on different loss functions, including the logistic loss, the hinge loss, the absolute loss and the least square loss, under various pace parameters in 1-dimensional cases, respectively. Note that when λ = ∞ (λ, γ = ∞ in mixture cases), the latent SPL loss F λ ( ) degenerates to the original loss .
mixture SP-regularizers, as introduced in (4), by Eq. (5) as follows:
The configurations of these F λ ( )s under different age parameters are depicted in Figure 1 for easy observation.
Some common patterns under these latent SPL losses can be easily observed from Figure 1 . E.g., there is an evident suppressing effect of F λ ( ) on large losses as compared with the original loss function . When is larger than a certain threshold, F λ ( ) will become a constant thereafter. This provides a rational explanation on why the SPL regime can perform robust in the presence of extreme outliers or heavy noises: The samples with loss values larger than the age threshold will have little influence to the model training due to their 0 gradients. Corresponding to the original SPL model, these large-loss samples will be with 0 importance weights v i , and thus have no effect on the optimization of model parameters.
Now, let's reexamine the intrinsic mechanism inside SPL implementation based on such understanding. In the beginning of SPL iteration, the age λ is small, the latent loss function F λ ( ) has a significant suppressing effect on large losses and only allows small amount of high-confidence samples (with small loss values) into training; then with gradually increasing λ, the suppressing effect of F λ ( ) will gradually become weaker and more relatively less informative samples incline to be involved into training. Through such robust guidance, more and more faithful data knowledge tend to be incrementally learned by such learning scheme. Such a gradually changing tendency of latent SPL loss F λ ( ) can be easily understood by seeing Figure 1 .
Relationship with NCRP
An interesting observation is that the latent SPL objective F λ ( ) has a close relationship to NCRP widely investigated in machine learning and statistics.
E.g., the hard and linear SPL objectives F H λ ( ) and F L λ ( ) comply exactly with the forms of CNP and MCP, as defined in Eq. (2), imposed on by setting γ = 1, respectively. I.e.,
Furthermore, the form of F This relationship is also helpful for finding self-paced formats of more typical NCPR terms. Here we also deduce the SP-regularizers of another two commonly utilized NCPR terms [38] : LOG and EXP (see Eq. (2)).
For LOG, we can construct the following SP-regularier:
where KL(x, y) denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance [38] between two variables. As calculated by Eq. (3), its optimal weight v * ( , λ, α) is:
It is easy to prove that such defined LOG SP-regularizer complies with the three conditions in Definition 3.1. By virtue of Eq. (5), we can obtain its latent SPL loss with the form:
where C λ,α = λ − 1+αλ α log(1 + αλ) is a constant independent of and p
LOG γ,α (·) is defined as Eq. (2).
Besides, the EXP SP-regularizer can be constructed as::
Its optimal importance weight can be calculated by Eq. (3) as:
The corresponding latent SPL loss is:
where C λ,α = λ + (2)) while the former do this task by the gradually more slowly increasing property of logarithmic and negative exponential functions. It is easy to see that in large loss cases, the LOG and EXP latent SPL loss functions (8) and (9) degenerate to the conventional LOG and EXP terms, and thus possess similar robust mechanism on suppressing outliers/heavy noises. Through properly adjusting age parameter λ, they are capable of adapting different noise extents in data.
Loss-prior-embedding Property of SPL
An intrinsic property of SPL is to decompose the minimization of the robust but difficult-to-solve non-convex loss F λ ( (w)) into two easier optimization problems with respect to sample importance weights v (solved by the closedform solution to SP-regularizer) and model parameters w (solved by weighted loss problem). Such decomposition not only simplifies the solving of the problem as an easy re-weighted strategy [4] , but makes it feasible to embed helpful loss prior knowledge into an SPL scheme. Specifically, since the sample importance weight imposed on a sample in SPL model reflects the extent of its loss value based on Condition 2 of Definition 3.1 for SP-regularizer (the larger the loss, the smaller the weight), the loss priors can be readily encoded as a regularization term or a constraint on v to deliver such knowledge in the SPL model.
In practical cases, there always exist some loss priors which can be easily obtained from training data before the learning process. Here we list some typical ones as follows:
1. Outlier prior: Some samples are significantly deviated from the main part of data sets, and thus they should be with extremely large losses.
2. Spatial/temporal smoothness prior: Some spatially/temporally adjacent samples tend to be with relatively similar large/small losses.
3. Sample importance order prior: a sample is preknown to be with smaller loss value (i.e., cleaner, easier, more high-confident) than the other one. can be realized by a −l 2,1 norm or −l 0.5,1 norm (anti-group-sparsity) on v, as utilized in [35] and [9] , respectively.
Let's see this loss-prior-embedding property from the perspective of NCPR.
Currently various elegant solving strategies have been designed for solving a general or specific NCPR problem [30] so as to approach a local minimum or stationary point of the problem. In most of these strategies, however, it has been neglected whether the obtained solution complies with some evident loss prior knowledge. E.g., by using certain techniques, we might obtain a local minimum of the investigated non-convex problem. However, it might occur that the loss of Sample A predicted at this local minimum is larger than that of Sample B, while we have an intuitive or easily-obtained prior that A is much noisy than B. This implies that this solution, albeit being a local minimum, is an irrational one to the problem. If we transform this NCPR problem into a SPL regime based on the analysis provided in Section 3.4, and readily encode such loss priors (e.g., sample importance order loss prior) into the latent variables v as a regularizer or a constraint to the problem, the obtained solution is expected to be more easily avoiding such unreasonable local minima violating the apriori loss priors. Such easy loss-prior embedding capability thus inclines to guide a sounder learning manner for NCPR as well as SPL, which also might provide a new viewpoint of alleviating the local-minimum-issue existed in NCPR problems.
SPCL Revisit
Self-paced curriculum learning (SPCL) [10] was proposed to relate CL and SPL from the viewpoint of human learning. As opposed to "instructor-driven"
and "student-driven" learning manners as CL and SPL, respectively, through involving prior knowledge of sample importance into SPL iteration progress, SPCL is analogous to a more rational "instructor-student-collaborative" learning mode like practical human education.
SPCL actually illuminates the fundament of the SPL regime embedded with loss priors in the perspective of cognitive science. Specifically, the curriculum knowledge in SPCL complies with the loss priors in this study. That is, a teacher might know some curriculum information to guide the learning process of a student, e.g., some curriculum is meaningless to learn (outlier prior); multiple curriculums are closely related and should be learned jointly (smoothness prior); one curriculum is much more difficult than another and thus should be learned first (sample importance order prior); diverse curriculums should be learned together to make the knowledge possibly comprehensive (diversity prior). Such relationship on one hand facilitates a natural interpretation for the empirical effectiveness of SPCL by the fact that the embedded loss priors (curriculums) helps alleviate the local-minimum-issue of the underlying non-convex optimization problems and guarantee a sound robust learning, and on the other hand illustrates that a SPL scheme with properly specified loss priors more accords to a rational human education manner in real life as compared to the pure CL or SPL strategies.
FCVID Experiment
For a real large-scale pattern recognition task, with limited human labor and computation resources, in general we can only get weakly labeled samples, containing large amount of low-confidence annotations (with wrong or uncertain labels). This often leads to a noisy training dataset, which inclines to hamper the robustness of the utilized learning algorithm. The SPL strategy is thus appropriate to be employed to alleviate this issue. Highly deviated samples (i.e., with relatively larger loss values) will be automatically screened out (i.e., with zero-valued v i ) from training and not negatively influence the learning quality, while those samples with high-confidence annotations (i.e., with smaller loss values) tend to be selected and gradually rectify the learning performance.
However, as we have analyzed, SPL intrinsically corresponds to solving a nonconvex optimization problem, and useful loss priors are thus required to help avoid the problem stuck to irrational local minima. Through ameliorating the sample importance loss prior, we introduce an advanced group-partial-order loss prior, which is especially useful in such large-scale weakly labeled scenarios.
Specifically, we can construct this loss prior in two steps: first group and rank data based on the difficulty for annotating them, and then impose a hierarchy loss structure by letting samples located in groups in front of the ranking list (i.e., with higher-confidence labels) with a larger weights than those in the behind. The SPL regime is then expected to be soundly guided under such loss priors.
For verification, we use a real-world big dataset called Fudan-columbia Video Dataset (FCVID) [11] , which is by far one of the biggest annotated video set [11] and thus is challenging for conventional concept detection techniques. Our goal is to learn detectors that can automatically recognize concepts occurring in the We extract the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), specifically AlexNet [14] , features over each keyframe and create video-level feature by average pooling.
The features are used across all methods. We build our method on top of the CNN features and the l 2 -regularized hinge loss is used as our loss function. The AOS algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem. To construct the group-partial-order loss prior knowledge into SPL on this task, we cluster the videos into a number of latent topics based on their metadata. Then we rank these groups in the ascending order of the distance between cluster center to the entire concept class center. Samples located in clusters in front of the ranking list should correspond to more high-confident ones and incline to have a larger weights v i (i.e., with smaller loss values) than those ranking backwards. The hard SP-regularizer [15] was used in the SPL scheme. In implementation, we used 10% of top-ranked samples in the first iteration to get initialization and stopped increasing the model age λ after 100 about iterations.
We compare our method against the following baseline methods, which cover both the classical and the state-of-the-art algorithms on the same problem. Besides, the comparison between baseline helps us understand the contribution of the loss prior knowledge on this problem. BatchTrain trains a single SVM model using all videos with noisy labels. AdaBoost is a classical ensemble approach that combines the sequentially trained base classifiers in a weighted fashion [6] .
Self-Paced Learning (SPL) is the original SPL method without considering loss prior knowledge [15] . BabyLearning is a recently proposed method that simu-lates baby learning by starting with few training samples and fine-tuning using more weakly labeled videos crawled from the search engine [20] . GoogleHNM is a hard negative mining method proposed by Google [28] . It utilizes hard negative mining to train the mixture of experts model according to the video's
YouTube topics. The hyper-parameters of all methods including the baseline methods are tuned on the same standard validation set. Table 1 compares the precision and mAP of different methods. As we see, the SPL method with group-partial-order loss priors achieves the state-of-the-art result which outperforms the recently proposed methods BabyLearning [20] and
GoogleHNM [28] . The average improvement over baseline method on 239 classes are statistically significant at p-level of 0.05. As compared to classical methods such as BatchTrain and Adaboost, the results empirically demonstrate the benefit of the robustness mechanism underlying SPL. Besides, our improvement over the standard SPL method suggests that incorporating loss prior knowledge into learning yield a significant boost. [6] 0.211 0.173 0.08 SPL [15] 0.793 0.754 0.414 GoogleHNM [28] 0.781 0.757 0.472 BabyLearning [20] 0.834 0.817 0.496 SPL with partial-order-loss-prior 0.889 0.874 0.5329
Conclusion
We have provided some new insightful understanding to the conventional SPL regime in this study. On one hand, we have shown that the AOS algorithm generally utilized for solving SPL exactly complies with the known MM algorithm on a latent SPL objective, and on the other hand we have verified that the loss function contained in this latent SPL objective precisely accords with the famous non-convex regularized penalty (NCRP). The effectiveness, especially its robustness to outliers/heavy noises, of SPL, as substantiated by previous experiences, can then be naturally explained under such understanding. We also analyzed the superiority of SPL on its easy loss-prior-embedding property, which provides a new methodology for alleviating the local-minimum-issue in general NCRP optimization problems. In our future investigation, we will attempt to employ the theories on MM and NCRP to more deeply explore the theoretical/statistical properties underlying the SPL regimes.
Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1
To prove the theorem, we need to show that
There are two cases should be dealt with. 
2. v * ( , λ) is discontinuous with respect to .
With out loss of generality, suppose there is only one discontinuous˜ ∈ [0, ∞). When , 0 ∈ [0,˜ ) or , 0 ∈ (˜ , ∞), following the similar derivation, we also have that Similarly, if ∈ (˜ , ∞) and 0 ∈ [0,˜ ), the result also hods.
Now we consider the case 0 =˜ . Suppose ∈ [0,˜ ) (derivation is similar for ∈ (˜ , ∞)), and pick 1 ∈ [0,˜ ). We have that
Let 1 →˜ − . Since F λ ( ) is continuous, we can have that
where the second inequality holds due to the fact that ≤ 0 and v * ( , λ) ≥ 0 is decreasing with respect to .
From the above discussion, we can conclude that
Substitute and 0 with (w) and (w * ), respectively, and then Theorem 1 follows.
